
   

  

 [Gold] Greece: Athens, Mykonos and Santorini 8 

days 6-night Tour  

    

Product information 

Tour No. ATHATH8-MS   

Departure city Athens   

Destination Athens Way location Mykonos、Santorini 

Travel days 8 Day 6 Night Transportation Vehicle  

Airport pick-up/drop-off Airport pick-up Airport drop-off  

    

Product price 

Single occupancy：$2399 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 2434 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:1; 

Basic price:1 x 2399 = 2399 

【7天】燃油附加費:1 x 35 = 35 

Double occupancy：$1899 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 3868 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:2; 

Basic price:2 x 1899 = 3798 

【7天】燃油附加費:2 x 35 = 70 

Triple occupancy：$1899 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 5802 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:3; 

Basic price:3 x 1899 = 5697 

【7天】燃油附加費:3 x 35 = 105 

Share occupancy：$2049 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 2084 

The number of tourist:1; 

Basic price:1 x 2049 = 2049 

【7天】燃油附加費:1 x 35 = 35 

    

Departure date 

 2023:  

April: 04/15, 04/29  

May: 05/13, 05/20, 05/27  

June: 06/10, 06/17  

July: 07/01, 07/15, 07/29  

August: 08/12, 08/26  

September: 09/02, 09/16, 09/30  

October: 10/07, 10/14, 10/28  

    



Highlights 

  

  

. Welcome to Mykonos and the beautiful dream city of Santorini! Explore the legendary lost continent of Atlantis or 

catch a fresh sea breeze on the coastline of the blue and white island. 

  

  

. Experience Athens known as the city of the gods to discover Western civilization, and capture the traditional ethnic 

customs. 

  

  

. Ride on comfortable airline seats on the cruise from Athens to Mishima, upgraded business class seats on the cruise 

from Mishima to Santorini, and enjoy the infinite scenery of the Aegean Sea on board. 

  

  

. You even have the opportunity to upgrade to the Santorini Cliff Hotel at your own expense to satisfy all your dream 

views of mountains, seas, and sunsets. 

  

  

    

Join / leave point 

Boarding location 

Athens International Airport (ATH) ； 

Complimentary Airport Pick-up: 12:00 and 18:00. (Please be noticed the listed time refers to the meeting time with our 

staff after claiming your baggage.) 

    

Drop-off location 

Athens International Airport (ATH) ； 

For detailed information, please refer to the last day’s itinerary. 

    

Tour introduction 

Day 1 Home - Airplane - Athens, Greece 

All day   

With a relaxed and happy mood, you will be taking a flight to Athens, the capital of Greece! Athens is regarded as the 



birthplace of Western civilization in Europe. Upon our arrival our tour will begin!  

Three meals at your own expense, overnight on the plane. 

 

    

    

Day 2 Arrive at Athens, Greece 

All day   

Today we welcome you to Athens, Greece! You will arrive at the Athens Spata Airport, where our friendly staff will be 

waiting for you. We offer free pick-up services at the Athens International Airport (ATH) at 12:00 and 18:00 (this will be 

the time that the tour guide leaves the airport after meeting with the guest).  

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Ilisia Hotel Athens Or Emmantina Hotel Or Breeze Boutique Athens Or similar 

    

    

Day 3 Athens City Tour 

All day   

Welcome back to Athens, the capital of Greece and the birthplace of the modern Olympics. Legends and epic wars tell 

their own history here! Discover with us the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Acropolis of Athens, and Plaka Old Town. 

  

Itinerary: 

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (Outside visit,15 mins) → Presidential Palace (Outside visit, 15 mins) → Athens Hellenic 

Parliament (Outside visit, 20 mins) → The main venue of the first Olympic Games (Outside visit, 10 mins) → Acropolis 

of Athens (Ticket included, 60 mins) → Plaka Old Town (30 mins) → Little Kook (30 mins) 

 

    

All day   

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 

The Tomb of the Unknown soldier is located in Syntagma Square by the Hellenic Parliament building. The tomb honors 

all the Greek soldiers who were killed in war. There is a special remembrance ceremony performed here that further 

honors the soldiers.  

 

Presidential Mansion 

The Presidential Mansion in Athens, Greece, is the official residence of the President of the Hellenic Republic. Ziller 

designed a three-story, symmetrical, neoclassical mansion. Construction of the palace took six years. 

 

Athens Hellenic Parliament 



The Greek Parliament House in Athens: North of Syntagma square, in the center of Athens, there is an austere 

Neoclassical building that now houses the Parliament of Greece. The changing of the guards takes place every hour. 

During their service. 

 

The Panathenaic Stadium 

The spectacular Panathenaic Stadium remains one of the city’s most popular tourist attractions and is a shining beacon 

of modern Athens. Following several transformations over its long history, it eventually became the home of the first 

modern Olympic Games in 1896 and remains the only stadium in the world built entirely out of marble. 

 

Acropolis of Athens 

Acropolis of Athens is a spectacular Greek monument that is still standing today! It is truly a destination to discover! 

The Acropolis of Athens symbolizes the Greek civilization and strong democracy.  

 

Plaka Old Town 

Plaka Old Town is an old historical neighborhood located in Athens! This special old town is different from many! It 

offers a true insight into the Greek culture and beauty. You must discover it with us today.  

 

Little Kook 

With a menu that would make a diabetic cry, Little Kook is a well-known coffee shop and dessert place with a hardcore 

following. But beyond its delicious cakes and scrumptious pancakes, what makes Little Kook stand out is its fairy-tale-

themed interior. 

 

 

    

Afternoon  Lunch 

Lunch included         

 

    

Night  Dinner 

Dinner included         

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Ilisia Hotel Athens Or Emmantina Hotel Or Breeze Boutique Athens Or similar 

    

    

Day 4 Athens - Cruise - Mykonos 

All day   



Join us as we take you along a ferry from Athens to Mykonos! Enjoy the beautiful sea views along the way. Here, you 

will have some free time to explore Mykonos.  

Reference time of the sailing time: 07:40-11:50 about 4 hours (A kind reminder: the sailing time and boarding location 

in the itinerary will be determined by the local weather conditions or the operation of the shipping company. In case of 

any changes in the sailing schedule, suspension of sailing or arrival location changes, our company will have the right to 

adjust the itinerary). 

Special Note: To facilitate your travel, large luggage should be deposited in the hotel at that time. Please take a small 

suitcase to board the ship. 

  

Arrive at the pier of Mykonos, the guide will lead the guests to visit the charming town of Mykonos: the small Venetian 

pier, the windmill landscape of the 16th century, the pelican "Peter III", the symbol of Mykonos Island, and stroll 

through the intricate town alleys and see the exquisite handicrafts of the island's artists. 

Afterwards, you can go to the pristine beaches of Mykonos to play in the Aegean Sea, or take a car to visit Paradise 

Beach. 

 

    

Afternoon   

Mykonos 

Mykonos is a unique and wonderful place to explore! It is famous for its Cycladic architecture and is full of traditional 

whitewashed houses and blue-domed churches. The trademark of the island is the beautiful traditional windmills in 

front of Little Venice. Here, you can enjoy the magical sunset and capture the colorful lights that wash up against the 

island’s Chora (main town). 

 

Mikri Venetia 

Hugging the coastline are these colorful row houses with balconies that overhang the sea. This neighborhood is Mikri 

Venetia, more commonly called Little Venice. Some of these homes were built in the mid-18th century by wealthy ship 

captains and merchants who wanted direct access to the water. Today, they are filled with small shops, restaurants and 

pubs.  

 

Paradise Beach 

Many people flock to Mykonos for two reasons: beaches and parties. A trip to the southern coast and Paradise Beach – 

Mykonos' original nudist beach – will kill two birds with one stone. Soft sands, azure seas and a rowdy atmosphere have 

made Paradise one of the most popular places on the island.  

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Aphrodite Beach Hotel Or San Antonio Summerland Or Makis Or similar 

    



    

Day 5 Mykonos - Cruise - Santorini 

All day   

Enjoy another beautiful morning to explore Mykonos! Feel free to take pictures, relax and enjoy some quality time. In 

the afternoon, we will leave the Mykonos Island and take a ferry to Santorini Island located in the Love Sea. The white 

walls and blue roofs here attract tourists from all over the world. After arriving in Santorini, you will have the chance to 

join the Oia Town Sunset Tour (2 hours) . 

  

The sailing schedule is approximately 3 hours from 13:35-16:20. (Friendly reminder: The time and location of the sailing 

schedule in the itinerary will be determined by the local weather conditions of the operation or shipping company. If 

the arrival location changes, our company will have the right to adjust the itinerary). 

 

    

Afternoon   

Santorini 

Santorini is considered to be the most beautiful and romantic getaways in Greece! There are not many places in the 

world that are as amazing as Santorini! The island has a growing reputation as a “wedding destination” for couples from 

all over the world. Take a deep dive into Santorini’s seaside treasures and enjoy deep blue water beaches with white, 

red or black sand.  

 

Oia Town Sunset Tour 

The small town of Oia, also known as the Oia Art Village, is located in the northwest corner of Santorini and is rated as 

one of the 10 best sunset viewing spots by the World Tourism Organization. At the same time, it is also an artist's 

paradise, with blue and white houses, sometimes the dome of the church will be displayed in front of your eyes, and 

sometimes there will be bougainvillea climbing the walls to make you feel shocked. There is no hustle and bustle of 

FIRA, but there is a unique harmony, there is no magnificence of the red sand beach, but there is the spectacle of the 

sunset in the sky, the windmill on the edge of the town, telling the feelings of the sunset every day, the viewing 

platform allows guests to have The best camera position to capture that eternal moment. In the small town of Oia, it is 

no longer just a combination of blue and white. The red bougainvillea and the orange wind chimes make people 

nostalgic and unforgettable. Depart from your hotel or Fira town to Oia and return to your hotel after sunset. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：AnaMark Or Villa Manos Hotel Or Albatros Hotel Or similar 

    

Night   

Paid upgrade to cliff hotel: Hotel Goulielmos or Blue Dolphin Hotel or Pearl on the Cliff or similar 

  



Cliff Hotel Tips: 

Cliff Hotel is a collective name for hotels located in different cliff areas of the Holy Island. The cliffs represent the 

geographical location. It does not mean that the hotel must be built on the edge of the cliff, nor does it mean that all 

rooms in the hotel can see the cliff view. The scale of the cliff hotel is limited. Therefore, the travel agency arranges the 

hotel in the cliff area. Most of the hotels are small and the rooms are simply furnished. The cliff hotel area is basically a 

stepped stone road. Parking is prohibited in front of the hotel and guests need to walk into the store with hand 

luggage. The walk takes about 10-20 minutes. The clientele of the cliff hotel is mainly for couples. Due to the 

geographical location, many cliff hotels are reluctant to accept children for safety reasons. 

 

    

    

Day 6 Santorini 

All day   

Join us for another amazing day as we take you to visit the capital town of Fira! Enjoy the beauty of this city and explore 

all that it has to offer! Or take part in the Santorini island tour (about 5 hours) and the Santorini catamaran sailing 

(about 5 hours, at least 8 people per boat) at your own expense. 

 

    

All day   

Santorini 

Santorini is considered to be the most beautiful and romantic getaways in Greece! There are not many places in the 

world that are as amazing as Santorini! The island has a growing reputation as a “wedding destination” for couples from 

all over the world. Take a deep dive into Santorini’s seaside treasures and enjoy deep blue water beaches with white, 

red or black sand.  

 

Santorini Catamaran Sailing 

The catamaran yacht swims in the romantic Aegean Sea, the most popular project on the Holy Island! Pick-up from the 

pier by private car, take a catamaran yacht to sea, pass by red sandy beaches (formed by rich volcanic mineral soil) and 

white sandy beaches, no one can resist coral reefs and crystal clear waters. We will go to the peculiar black rock formed 

naturally after the volcanic eruption, known by the locals as "the face of the Indians". After passing the "Venice 

Lighthouse", the yacht sailed to the NEA KAMENI volcanic natural hot spring and stopped in the calm bay for swimming, 

fishing and dining. In addition to visiting the yacht, you can also enjoy VIP-style service, free drinks, enjoy local seafood 

barbecue dinner, live cooking on board, free snorkeling and sea fishing equipment, cheerful atmosphere, magnificent 

Enjoy the beautiful scenery and enjoy the Aegean Sea, which will make you linger. After the end, transfer back to the 

hotel by private car. 

 

Santoniri Island Tour 

The first stop of the tour around the island is the Blue-roofed Church (the first check-in place of the Holy Island) where 



National Geographic magazine took the publicity photo of Santorini, standing on the cliff, the volcanic island in the 

distance, the Mediterranean cruise in the Crescent Bay, the azure blue The Aegean Sea, you can take postcard photos 

with your mobile phone. The second stop is the magnificent red sand beach, which is a huge red cliff formed naturally 

after the volcanic eruption. The third stop is Perissa, the famous black sand beach on the holy island. You can taste a 

cup of Greek specialty coffee: Frappe at the coffee bar by the beach, which will make you feel very comfortable. The 

fourth stop came to the picturesque village of Pirgos (49 private churches in a one square kilometer town), quiet and 

classical, and the most lively small village on Easter Island. As the last stop, we will go to the capital of Santorini, the 

main business district of Fira. There are many restaurants and shops here, and it is the most lively area on Holy Island. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：AnaMark Or Villa Manos Hotel Or Albatros Hotel Or similar 

    

Night   

Paid upgrade to cliff hotel: Hotel Goulielmos or Blue Dolphin Hotel or Pearl on the Cliff or similar 

 

    

    

Day 7 Santorini - Airplane - Athens 

All day   

Rise and shine to the beauty of Greece! On this beautiful day, you can continue to explore Santorini Island. Take a walk 

under the blue sea and sky and enjoy the wonderful views. 

In the afternoon, we will take a plane to Athens (please pay for the air ticket by yourself). The flight time is 

approximately 45 minutes. 

 

    

Morning   

Santorini 

Santorini is considered to be the most beautiful and romantic getaways in Greece! There are not many places in the 

world that are as amazing as Santorini! The island has a growing reputation as a “wedding destination” for couples from 

all over the world. Take a deep dive into Santorini’s seaside treasures and enjoy deep blue water beaches with white, 

red or black sand.  

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Ilisia Hotel Athens Or Emmantina Hotel Or Breeze Boutique Athens Or similar 

    



    

Day 8 Athens - Airplane - Home 

All day   

Today will be the end of our pleasant 8-day trip to Greece. You may book a suitable flight to leave Athens International 

Airport (ATH)  according to your needs. Our staff only provides drop-off service from the hotel at 7:00 in the morning. It 

is recommended to book flights that take off after 11:00. If the guest has an early flight and needs to leave the hotel 

before 7 o'clock to the airport, the guide can help the guest take a taxi. 

 

    

    

  

  

Cost Description 

Cost includes 

1. Six nights in a 4-star hotel.  

  

  

2. Breakfast in the hotel.  

  

  

3. Two special meals.  

  

  

4. Chinese-speaking tour guide (English ability: daily communication).  

  

  

5. Professional foreign driver.  

  

  

6. Tickets to Acropolis.  

  

  

7. Cruise ticket for Athens to Mykonos and Mykonos to Santorini. 

 

 

Cost excludes 



1. Flight tickets, taxes, visa fees and passport processing fees.  

  

  

2. Lunch and dinner.  

  

  

3. Service fee: 12 Pounds per day per person.  

  

  

4. Person fees such as laundry, haircut, telephone, fax, pay TV, drinks, tips and any expenses in the hotel.  

  

  

5. Any personal expenses that are not listed in Fee Included. 

 

  

Extra expense 

Item name Days Price description Description 

Oia Town Sunset Tour 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Everyone：€45.00；  

Santoniri Island Tour 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Everyone：€75.00；  

Santorini catamaran sailing 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Everyone：€230.00； 
Minimum 8 pax per 

catamaran 

 

 

Travel tips 

From 15 March 2022 onwards, travellers visiting Greece are no longer required to fill out the Passenger Locator Form 

(PLF). 

Additionally, as of Sunday 01.05.2022 and for as long as the epidemiological data allow so, all travellers arriving in 

Greece, regardless of their country of origin, are no longer required to display a valid certificate of vaccination or 



recovery from COVID-19, or evidence of a negative test result from SARS-CoV-2 infection (PCR or Rapid Antigen test). 

  

Entry into Greece reference website 

 

Know Before You Book 

Know Before You Book 

1. Customer under 18 years old MUST be accompanied by at least one adult. A guardian traveling with children must 

provide proof of custody or notarized parental authorization for travel.  

2. Please be sure to provide accurate and complete information upon booking. This includes name, gender, valid 

documents (passport, visa etc.), valid contact information (preferably a mobile phone), accurate flight information, tour 

location, etc., This helps to avoid any errors upon the reservation because errors affect travel. Any losses due to 

inaccurate or invalid information will be at your own cost and the company will not be held responsible. 

3. Various hotels may have different deposit policy passengers need to comply with. No specific bed type or the 

position of the tour can be guaranteed at each hotel. Usually 2 people can stay in each room maximally. Hotel check-in 

time starts at 15:00. 

4. This tour does not accept any City Pass or your own tickets for any of the attractions. Tour attraction admission 

charges and meal expenses are subject to change at any time without notification. Any purchased ticket cannot be 

refunded for lower prices. 

5. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday have the right to make appropriate adjustments to the itinerary 

under the conditions of facilitating the operation for the tour group. This, however, will not reduce the items that 

should be included in the itinerary. 

6. During the actual trip, the tour guide or driver has the right to appropriately adjust the tour sequence, stay time or 

assembly time of scenic spots according to the weather, traffic, and other conditions to ensure the smooth progress of 

the trip. 

7. If the scenic spots are temporarily closed or closed on a particular holiday, etc., the tour guide will adjust the 

appearance according to the actual situation or replace the location with another scenic spot to ensure the richness of 

the itinerary.  

8. Children under the age of 8 require a booster seat in order to participate in the tour group. JUPITER LEGEND 

Corporation and Ctour Holiday provide the rental service for $10.00/person/day. Please make a request when booking 

the itinerary so that we may have the booster seat ready in advance. Please understand that the violations and fines 

are borne by the guests themselves. There is no need for a booster seat for bus travel on the day of travel, and the fee 

can be refunded to the guest. 

9. Normal health conditions are required to participate and enjoy our full itineraries. Contact us for specific policies or 

information regarding passengers with disabilities who do need to provide advance notification to make a reservation. 

JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday do not guarantee a wheelchair lift-equipped bus and/or seating 

availability to disabled passengers without prior notification and approval. 

10. Guests are required to bring their own relevant documents and materials required for entry or cross-border travel. 

Whether they can enter or leave the country is subject to the decision of the customs of each country. The inability to 

enter the country is a force majeure factor, and the paid tour fee will not be refunded. 

https://travel.gov.gr/#/


11. We may alter these terms and conditions from time to time and post the new version on our agents’ website. It is 

your responsibility to check the [Terms & Conditions] on their website regularly and prior to making a reservation. 

Unless specifically stated otherwise herein or required by law, JUPITER LEGEND Corporation shall not be liable for any 

consequential, compensatory, indirect, incidental or punitive damages arising out of or in connection with the 

performance of its obligations under these terms and conditions. 

12. Due to the oil price soar and the cost of vehicle greatly increased, starting April 1, 2022, please be advised that all 

bus tours will be subject to an additional fuel surcharge of $5 per person per day, which will be paid together with the 

tour fees when you place the order.  

  

Know Before You Go 

1. The maximal waiting time for any late passengers is 10 minutes beyond the meeting time announced by the Tour 

Guide. While JUPITER LEGEND Corporation makes every effort to provide on-time service, it does not guarantee to 

arrive at or depart from any point.as a specific time, which may be affected by any number of factors including 

weather, traffic, strikes, government shutdowns, war or terrorist attacks, or mechanical prob- lems. JUPITER LEGEND 

Corporation is not liable for any inconvenience or expense caused as a result of such a delay, not liable for the expense 

of connecting air or train or bus service missed as a result of a delay and not liable for any other travel expense caused 

as a result of a delay. 

2. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday reserve the right, when operating conditions require, transferring 

passengers from one vehicle to another en route. 

3. The following documents are recommended to make your check-in process smooth: A valid photo ID is required to 

board the bus; We recommend you bring a copy of the email confirmation to board the bus. 

4. This product is a group activity. If you choose to leave the group, please inform in advance, and obtain the consent of 

the tour guide. You need to sign the departure agreement form and the unfinished part will be regarded as your own 

abandonment. The group fee will not be refunded. 

5. Gift items in the itinerary that cannot be given away due to force majeure factors such as traffic and weather 

conditions or personal reasons may be subject to change. Please understand that the fees will not be refunded. 

6. Smoking is prohibited aboard the bus in accordance with law and prohibited in most hotel rooms. Customers are 

responsible for any penalty charged by the hotel in a non-smoking room €100-€500 per night. 

7. Pets and animals are not allowed on the vehicle. 

8. Luggage is subject to inspection when crossing international borders. You will be asked to declare any items subject 

to duty upon crossing the border. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday are not responsible for any luggage 

crossing international borders. Passengers must claim all luggage at the border crossing point before proceeding. No 

luggage is allowed across the border unless claimed by a passenger. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday 

will not provide free transportation to a passenger denied entry across an international border. 

9. European hotels emphasize the historical value of the building itself, so some hotels cannot be remodeled due to the 

architectural theme structure, resulting in different sizes of hotel rooms. If the hotel upgrades individual rooms due to 

insufficient standard rooms in the hotel, this situation is beyond our control and is not a differential treatment.  

10. For all guests participating in the European tour, our company will assist in filling in the declaration card of the 

country of entry and assist in the virus test required for returning to the United States (the test fee is at your own 

expense). 

http://uvbookings.info/upload/terms/e.pdf


11. Only for products with airport pick-up service: only one pick-up service within the free pick-up time range is 

provided for each order. If it is impossible to arrange due to weather and flight delay, etc., please pay for your own 

transportation costs. 

12. If the cruise is suspended due to weather, the guest needs to make up the difference (air ticket minus the cruise 

ticket) and upgrade to take a flight to the next destination. 

  

  


